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20. A Note on the Covering Dimension of Lanev Spaces

By Shinpei OKA
Shizuoka University

(Communicated by Ksaku YOSIDA, M. $. A., March 13, 1978)

1. Introduction. In this note a space means a topological space
with no separation axiom unless otherwise specified, and a map means
a continuous map. A space X is called a Lanev space if X is the
closed image of a metric space, and dim X means the covering dimension
of X.

Concerning the covering dimension of Lanev spaces, I. M. Leibo
[3] recently proved the following theorem.

Theorem 1. If X is a Lanev space with dimX<=n, then there
exist a normal space Xo with dim X0__<0 and a closed map f from Xo
onto X with ord f<=n-l, where ord f--sup {If-l(x)l x e X}.

In this note we shall prove the following theorem asserting that
in Theorem 1 we can replace ’normal space’ by ’Lanev space’. Our
theorem seems to be interesting as a generalization of a theorem of K.
Morita [4] for the case of X being metrizable.

Theorem 2. A space X is a Lanev space with dim Xn if and
only if there exist a Lanev space Xo with dim Xo<= 0 and a closed map
f from Xo onto X with ord f =<n -1.

The author would like to thank Prof. K. Morita for his advice
which is useful to simplify our original proof of Theorem 2.

2. Preliminaries and lemmas. For a normal space X with
Ind X=n, a closed set F and its open nbd (-= neighbourhood) G are said
to determine Ind X if Ind Bd(U)>=n-1 holds for every open nbd U of
F with Uc G, where Ind X is the large inductive dimension of X.

In [3], the concepts of special families and special maps were
introduced to prove that Ind X-dim X for any Lanev space X.

A countable family ={F, G)= of closed sets F and correspond-
ing open nbds G in a normal space X is called a special family if for
each closed set X’ of X there exists a natural number ] such that the
pair (X’ F, X’ G) determines Ind X’.

A map g from a normal space X, provided with a special family
--{F, G)=, onto a metric space S is called a special map relative to
) if it satisfies the following conditions.

(1) g(F) is a closed set of S for every i.
(2) For each i, there exists an open nbd U of g(F) in S such that

g-I(U)G.
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In particular g is called a special contraction if g is one-to-one.
The ollowing diagram, called a pullback square, will play a key

role in this note as well as in [3]. Hereafter every diagram consists
of spaces and maps.

Commutative diagram 1 below is called a pullback square if, or
any commutative diagram 2, there exists a unique map t’ rom T’ to
T which makes diagram 3 commutative.

y< s
T Y< T’

Z< X Z< X
f f

Diagram 1. Diagram 2.

Z<yX
Diagram 3.

One can regard T as the space {(x, y) e X x Y" f(x)--g(y)} with the
relative topology in Xx Y, and r and s as the restrictions to T of the
projections rom XX Y to X and Y respectively.

In the ollowing lemma, (1) is known and (2) is easily seen.
Lemma 3. In the pullback square above"
(1) If f is a perfect map, then so is s.
(2) If ord f<=n for a positive integer n, then ord s__<n.
The following lemma will be used to prove Theorem 2.
Lemma 4. In the pullback square above, is a closed map under

the conditions that"
(1) X is a Hausdorff space.
(2) f is a closed map with ]f-l(z)]<0 for each z e Z.
(3) g is a closed map.
Proof. Let x be any point o Im (r) (--Image (r)) and D any open

nbd of r-(x) in T. Let us write f-(f(x))----{Xo, x, ..., x} where Xo=X.
Then we can take disjoint open sets U0 and U o X such that x0 e U0
and {x, ..., x}c U. Let us put E=(r-l(U0) D) U’--I(U1). Then E is
an open nbd of (gos)-(f(Xo)) in T. Since, by (2), (3) and Lemma 3,
gos is a closed map, we find an open nbd H of f(Xo) in Z such that
(gos)-(f(Xo))C(gos)-l(H)cE. Thus Uog]f-(H) is an open nbd of x0
in X such that

-(Uo f-(H)):r-(Uo) (gos)-(H)cr-(Uo) E
r-(U0) ODcD.
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Hence r is a closed map onto Im (r). It is to be noticed that Im (r) is
a closed set of X because Im (r)--f-(Im (f) Im (g)). Thus we com-
plete the proof of Lemma 4.

3. Proof of Theorem 2. The ’if’-part is well-known (c. [5] 9.2.13).
To show the ’only if’-part, let Y be a Lanev space with dim Y<__n.
Then there exist a special family of Y, a metric space Z with
dim Z_<n and a special contraction g from Y onto Z relative to ([2]).
Furthermore there exist a metric space X with dim X 0 and a closed
map f from X onto Z with ord f =<n+ 1 ([4]). Then we obtain the
space T and the maps r and s such that the lower square in diag. 4
below is a pullback square. By Lemma 3, s is a closed map with ords
n/ 1, and T is clearly a perfectly normal paracompact Hausdorff
space. It has been proved in [3] that Ind T__<0 and hence dim T_<0.

(These arguments are due to [3] which, however, lacks the observation
that T is just a Lanev space as is shown in the following.) Since Y
is a Lanev space, there exist a metric space M and a closed map h
from M onto Y. Then we obtain the space T’ and the maps r’ and s’
such that the outer square in diag. 4 is a pullback square. By the
definition of pullback squares, there exists a unique map $’ from T’
onto T which makes diag. 4 commutative. Then the upper square in
diag. 4 is also a pullback square as is well-known (cf. [1] Exercise 21 E.).
Hence, by Lemma 4, $’ is a closed map rom T’ onto T. On the other
hand, T’ is a metric space as a subspace o a metric space XM.
Consequently T is a Lanev space, and the proof is completed.

M < T

N X

Diagram 4.
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